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Abstract: The Alzheimer’s disease is a progressive neurologic disorder that causes the brain to shrink and brain cells to 

die. The AD is the most cause of dementia continuous decline in thinking, behavioural and social skills that affects a 

person’s ability to function independently. The AD is the one of the most devastating brain disorder of elderly people. 

It is undertreated and under recognized disease. The last decade has witnessed that a steadily increasing effort directed 

at discovering the etiology of the disease and developing pharmacological treatment including:- The diagnostic 

guidelines and improved  the treatment of both cognitive disturbance and behavioural problems. Symptomatic 

treatment mainly focusing on cholinergic therapy has been clinically evaluated by randomized, double blind, place 

controlled, parallel group studies. Measuring performance based tests of cognitive function activities of daily living 

and behaviour. Antidepressant, antipsychotics, mood stabilizers, anxiolytics and hypnotic are used for the treatment of 

behavioural disturbances. 
 

Index Terms - Alzheimer’s disease, etiology, dementia, antidepressants, behaviour disturbance, neurotransmitter 

systems, and hypnotics. 

1. INTRODUCTION                   

AD is the brain disorder that slowly destroys memory and thinking skills and eventually, the ability to carry out the 

simplest tasks. In the most people with the disease those with the late-onset type symptoms first appear in their mid-

60s. Early-onset Alzheimer’s disease is the one of the most common cause dementia among older adults. 

Approximately 5.8 million people in the united states age 65 and older live with AD. Of those, 80% are the 75 years 

old and older. Out of the approximately 50 million people worldwide with dementia, between 60% and 70% are 

estimated to have the AD. Medication may produce temporarily relief to the patient but there is no treatment of AD. 

In advanced stages of this disease, complication will rise like severe loss of brain functions:- 

 

1. Such as dehydration  

2. Malnutrition 

3. Infection 

As a result that causes death. 

                                       
                                                                  
                                                         Alzheimer’s disease  
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Amyloidal plaques are the gradual build up and the accumulation of the protein fragments between neurons; these 

form when the Alzheimer’s disrupts the brains normal disposal process for the proteins, eventually impacting 

cognitive function. Neurofibrillary tangles are the build up of tau protein within healthy neurons. 
 

2. Memory:- 
Everyone has occasional memory lapses, but the memory loss associated with AD persists and worsens, affecting the 

ability to functions at the work or the home. People with the AD may:- Repeat the statements and questions over and 

over, Forget the conversions, appointments or events and not remember them later, Routinely misplace possessions, 

often putting them in illogical locations, Get lost in familiar places, Eventually forget the names of family members 

and everyday objects, Have trouble finding the right words to identify objects, express thoughts or take part in 

conversations. 

3. Method of determination (diagnosis):- 
An important part of diagnosing Alzheimer's disease includes being able to explain your symptoms, as well as 

perspective from a close family member or friend about symptoms and their impact on daily life. Additionally, a 

diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease is based on tests your doctor administers to assess memory and thinking skills. 

Laboratory and imaging tests can rule out other potential causes or help the doctor better identify the disease causing 

dementia symptoms. Traditionally, Alzheimer's disease was only diagnosed with complete certainty after death, when 

examining the brain with a microscope revealed the characteristic plaques and tangles. Clinicians and researchers are 

now able to diagnose Alzheimer's disease during life with more certainty. Biomarkers can detect the presence of 

plaques and tangles, such as specific types of PET scans or measuring amyloidal and tau proteins in plasma and 

cerebral spinal fluid. 

3.1. Physical and neurological exam:- 

In these the doctors will perform some physical examination and should do the following tests: 

1. Reflexes 

2. Muscles tone and the strength  

3. Ability to get up from the chair and to walk across the room 

4. Sense of sight and the hearing  

5. Coordination  

6. Balance 

 

3.2 Lab tests:- 

Blood tests may help your doctor rule out other potential causes of memory loss and confusion, such as a thyroid 

disorder or vitamin deficiencies. 

3.3. Mental status and neuropsychological testing:- 

Your doctor may give you a brief mental status test to assess memory and other thinking skills. Longer forms of 

neuropsychological testing may provide additional details about mental function compared with people of a similar 

age and education level. These tests can help establish a diagnosis and serve as a starting point to track the 

progression of symptoms in the future. 

3.4. Brain imaging:- 

Images of the brain are now used chiefly to pinpoint visible abnormalities related to conditions other than Alzheimer's 

disease — such as strokes, trauma or tumors — that may cause cognitive change. New imaging applications — 

currently used primarily in major medical centers or in clinical trials — may enable doctors to detect specific brain 

changes caused by Alzheimer's. 
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Imaging the brain structure including the followings:- 

           1. MRI (magnetic resonance imaging)  

            2. CT (computerized tomography) 

Imaging of the disease processes can be performed with position emission tomography (PET). PET imaging may 

include the following:- 

1. FDG (fluorodeoxyglucose) 

2. Amyloidal PET imaging  

3. Tau PET imaging 

4. Sign and symptoms :- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                sign and symptoms 

 

1. Memory loss: - Here in the case of AD many time people will forget some little information. Sometimes its 

may chance that they forget the people. 

2. Behaviour changes: - Imaging the thing that never there, Acting depressed or not interested in the things. 

3. Problems in abstract thinking:-  In these they are not able to find the conclusion and solve the problems. It 

may become difficult to balance a check book, for example, because the patient has forgotten what to do with 

the numbers. 

4. Problems in speaking, thinking, reading and writing 

5. Disorientation in time and space. 

6. Poor and decreased judgement: - Due to lose the ability of thinking they can’t able to come into a judgement. 

7. Difficulty in doing simple tasks: - Difficulty in concentrating and thinking especially difficulty in thinking 

about the abstract concepts. 

8. Difficulty in having elaborate thoughts. 
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5. Treatment:- 

Currently there is no cure for the AD. But there are most of the medicines are available which are responsible to 

reduce the symptoms of AD. 

5.1. Medicines 

The main medicines are: 

Acetyl cholinesterase (Ace) inhibitor 

These medicines are responsible for increasing the Ach in our body, a substance in the brain that helps nerve cells 

communicate with each other. They may be prescribed by a GP on the advice of a specialist, or by GPs that have 

particular expertise in their use. Donepezil, galantamine and rivastigmine can be prescribed for people with early- to 

mid-stage Alzheimer's disease. There’s no difference in how well each of the 3 different Ace inhibitors work, some 

people respond well but in some people there are side effect may be occur. 

The side effects usually get better after 2 weeks of taking the medication. 

Memantine 

This medicine is not included in Ace. The main function of memantine is that it blocks the effect of an excessive 

amount of chemical in the brain. That chemical is called glutamate. This medicine  is used for moderate Alzheimer’s 

disease or severe Alzheimer's disease. This medicine which is memantine only take by those patient who cannot able 

to take Ace inhibitors. 

5.2. Treatments that involve therapies and activities 

Cognitive stimulation therapy 

Cognitive stimulation therapy (CST) involves taking part in group activities and exercises designed to 

improve memory and problem-solving skills. 

Cognitive rehabilitation 

This technique involves working with a trained professional, such as an occupational therapist, and a 

relative or friend to achieve a personal goal, such as learning to use a mobile phone or other everyday tasks. 

6.  Etiology:- 

1. Age 

2. Family history and genetics 

3. Down syndrome 

4. Sex 

5. Mild cognitive impairment  

6. Head trauma 

7. Air pollution  

8. Excessive alcohol consumption 

9. Poor sleep patterns 

10. Lack of exercise 

11. Obesity 
12. Smoking or exposure to second-hand smoke 

13. High blood pressure 

14. High cholesterol  

15. Poorly controlled type 2 diabetes 
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7. Prevention:- 
AD is not a preventable condition. But these are that reduce the risks of AD:- 

1. Exercising regularly 

2. Eating a diet of fresh produce, healthy oils and foods low in saturated fat such as Mediterranean diet. 

3. Following the treatment for managing the high cholesterol, high blood pressure, diabetes. 

4. Asking your doctor for the help to quit smoking if you smoke. 

5. Exercising regularly 

6. Eating a diet of fresh produce, healthy oils and foods low in saturated fat such as Mediterranean diet. 

7. Asking your doctor for help to quit smoking if you smoke. 
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